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Let F be a countable fieldrring. Then a weak presentation of F is an injective
homomorphism from F into a fieldrring whose universe is N such that all the
fieldrring operations are translated by total recursive functions. Given two recur-
sive integral domains R and R with quotient fields F and F respectively, we1 2 1 2
investigate under what circumstances there exists a weak presentation of the field
F F such that the images of R and R belong to two different recursively1 2 1 2
 .enumerable r.e. Turing degrees. In many cases we succeed in giving a completely
algebraic necessary and sufficient condition for the ``Turing separation'' described
above. More specifically, under some conditions, we can make the images of R1
and R be of arbitrary r.e. degrees. The algebraic condition is a generalization of2
the notion of algebraic field separability. As a result of our investigation, we also
show that Q has an r.e. weak presentation as a ring which is not a weak
presentation of Q as a field. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper grew out of an investigation of presentations of rings and
fields. Ring presentations were introduced to formalize the notion of an
algorithm over a ring or a field. An arbitrary countable ring was mapped
injectively into rational integers so that any function over the ring could be
translated into a function from N to N, and one could define a function
over the ring to be recursive if and only if its counterpart over N was.
Given a definition of recursive functions over the ring, one could then
 .proceed to define recursive and recursively enumerable r.e. subsets of
the ring, establish various reducibilities, etc.
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 w x.The original definitions of presentations see R and F-J required the
 .ring under consideration as well as the ring operations to be primitive
recursive. However, there are naturally arising rings and fields which do
not have recursive presentations but are subrings or subfields of recursive
rings and fields. Consider, for example, a subring of Q defined by the
following conditions:
O s x g Q, ord x G 0 for all q f S , 4Q , S q
where S is a set of rational primes. If S is a non-recursively enumerable
set then under any standard presentation of Q, O is non-recursive. OnQ , S
the other hand, O , being a subring of Q, has, under a standardQ , S
presentation of Q, recursive ring operations.
Given this example, one could be motivated to define a new class of
 .presentations weak presentations which will not require the ring or field
under consideration to be recursive, but will require recursiveness of the
ring operations. Thus, we have the following definition.
 .DEFINITION 1.1 Recursive and Weak Presentations . Let R be a
countable ring and assume there exists an injective map j: R ª N with the
property that there exist total recursive functions P , P , P : N = N ª Nq y ?
  .  ..  .such that for every x , x g R, P j x , j x s j x q x ,1 2 q 1 2 1 2
  .  ..  .   .  ..  .P j x , j x s j x y x , and P j x , j x s j x ? x . Then j isy 1 2 1 2 ? 1 2 1 2
 .  .called a weak presentation of R as a ring. If j R is recursive r.e. then
 .the presentation is called recursive r.e. .
If F is a countable field, j : F ª N is a weak presentation of F as a ring
and there exists a recursive function P : N = N ª N such that for anyr
  .  ..  .x , x / 0 in F, P j x , j x s j x rx , then j is called a weak presen-1 2 r 1 2 1 2
 .  .tation of F as a field. If j F is recursive r.e. then j is called recursive
 .r.e. .
In joint work with Carl Jockusch the author has shown that every
countable recursively presentable field or ring has a weak presentation of
any r.e. Turing degree and for every pair of r.e. degrees a F b there exists
 .  .a weak presentation j of Q such that j Z g a and j Q g b. Moreover,
the author has shown that given a recursive field K, and a not completely
inseparable finite or transcendental extension M of K, as well as a pair of
r.e. degrees a F b , there exists a weak presentation j of M such that
 .  . j M g b and j K g a. For more details concerning these results see
w x w x .J-S and S . Given these facts, we might want to define the following
relation between fields or rings.
 .DEFINITION 1.2 Turing Separability . Let R , R be weakly pre-1 2
sentable fields or rings contained in some ring or field R. Then call R1
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Turing separable from R if R R has a weak presentation j such that2 1 2
 .  . j R has a different Turing degree from j R . Here and in the future2 1
R R will denote the smallest ring or field, depending on the context,1 2
.containing both R and R .1 2
Using this terminology, we can then say that Q is Turing separable from
Z and not completely inseparable finite extensions and transcendental
extensions of arbitrary recursive fields are Turing separable from the
ground fields.
In this paper we will investigate what determines Turing separability or
inseparability of rings. It will turn out that in many cases Turing separabil-
ity will depend on the notion which we called algebraic separability. We will
distinguish two kinds of such a separability.
 .DEFINITION 1.3 Algebraic Separability . Let R and R be two sub-1 2
rings of some ring R and assume that either R and R are finite or there1 2
  .4 w xexists a finite set of non-constant polynomials P x ; R x such that fori
 .all x in R , for some i, P x g R . Then we will say that R is2 i 1 2
polynomially separably less than R and denote this fact by R F R . The1 2 ps 1
polynomials in the specified set will be called connecting polynomials.
Let R and R be two subrings of some field F and assume that either1 2
R and R are finite or there exists a finite set of non-constant rational1 2
  .4  .  .functions H x g F x such that for all x in R , for some i, H x g R .i 2 i 1
Then we will say that R is rationally separably less than R and denote2 1
this fact by R F R . The rational functions in the specified set will be2 rs 1
called connecting rational functions.
Let ``F '' denote either of the separabilities. Then from the definitionss
above we can immediately deduce the following: if R is finite and1
R F R then R is finite; if R is finite then R F R ; if R ; R then2 s 1 2 2 2 s 1 2 1
R F R ; and, finally, ``F '' is transitive. Thus, we can define an equiva-2 s 1 s
lence relation f . We will say that R and R are inseparable polynomi-s 1 2
.ally or rationally if R F R and R F R . We will denote this fact by1 s 2 2 s 1
R f R .1 s 2
One of the main results established in this paper is the following
theorem.
THEOREM 1.4. Let R , R be recursi¨ e subrings of recursi¨ e fields F and1 2 1
F which are finitely generated o¨er the same primary field either Q or Zrp2
.  .  .depending on the characteristic . Then R ( R if and only if j R ( j R1 rs 2 1 T 2
for e¨ery weak presentation j of F F here ``( '' denotes a Turing equi¨ a-1 2 T
.lence .
Notations. For the rest of the paper R and R will denote integral1 2
domains with quotient fields F and F . If used by themselves, F and F1 2 1 2
will denote fields.
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2. ALGEBRAIC INSEPARABILITY OVER RINGS WITH
DIFFERENT QUOTIENT FIELDS
In the next two sections we will investigate what determines algebraic
separability of fields and rings. We will start with some technical results
and will omit the proofs of obvious lemmas.
  .4LEMMA 2.1. Let K be an infinite field and let P x , . . . , x be a finitei 1 l
set of non-zero polynomials o¨er K. Then for all but finitely many a g K the
  .4set P a, . . . , x contains no polynomial which is identically zero.i l
 .LEMMA 2.2. Let R F R R F R . Then there exist connecting1 ps 2 1 rs 2
 . w x   .  ..polynomials P z g F F z connecting functions H z g F F z .i 1 2 i 1 2
Proof. We will show that the statement of the lemma is true for
rational separability. The case of the polynomial separability is handled in
a similar manner.
Let F be as in the definition of ``F '' and assume F is an algebraicrs
 .  m j.  m j.extension of F F . Let G z s  b z r  c z be a connecting1 2 i js0 i j js0 i j
 .function over F. Then let F s F F b , . . . , c and note that F is a finite1 2 i0 im
extension of F F . Let s , . . . , s be all the embeddings of F into its1 2 1 k
algebraic closure leaving F F fixed. If F is not separable over F F then1 2 1 2
.s 's should be taken with the appropriate multiplicities. Then let
k m i s b z .is0 j r i
H z s , . r m i s c z .js1 is0 j r i
 .and note that H z is a rational function over F F . Let a g R be suchr 1 2 1
 .that G a g R ; F F . Thenr 2 1 2
w xF : F F1 2H a s N G a s G a g R . .  .  . .r Fr F F r r 21 2
 .So H z is a connecting function from R to R .i 1 2
Next let F be a transcendental extension of F F . Then by an argument1 2
 .similar to the one above we can assume that F s F F t , . . . , t , where1 2 1 r
 .t , . . . , t are algebraically independent over F F . Let G z be as above,1 r 1 2 i
 .  . r  .  .and for l , . . . , l g F F let b l , . . . , l , c l , . . . , l be the results1 r 1 2 i j 1 r i j 1 r
of substitution of l , . . . , l for t , . . . , t in b and c respectively. More-1 r 1 r i i
over, by Lemma 2.1, we can select l , . . . , l so that denominators of the1 r
 4  4coefficients b and c do not become zero after the substitution andi j i j
m  . i  . c l , . . . , l z is not identically zero. Then consider H z sis0 i 1 r i
 m  . i.  m  . i.  . b l , . . . , l z r  c l , . . . , l z , and note that H z is a ratio-is0 i 1 r is0 i 1 r i
nal function over F F . Furthermore, for any element a g F F such that1 2 1 2
 .  .  .   .4G a g F F , G a s H a . Thus H z will be connecting functionsi 1 2 i i i
from R to R .1 2
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 .LEMMA 2.3. Let G be an arbitrary extension of a field F and let h z s
 m i.  k i. a z r  b z be a rational function o¨er G. Furthermore, assumeis0 i is0 i
 .  .  .for infinitely many a g F, h a g F. Then h z g F z .
Proof. We will consider separately the cases of G being algebraic and
transcendental over F. Assume first that G is algebraic over F. Then
 .F b , . . . , b is a finite extension of F. Furthermore, for some r g N,0 k
p r p r  .b , . . . , b are all separable over F, and there exists a polynomial t z g0 k
w xG z such that
k k
r ri p i p w xb z t z s s b z g F z , .  .  i i /  /sis0 is0
 p r p r .where s 's range over all the embeddings of F b , . . . , b into its0 k
 .  m i.  .algebraic closure which leaves F fixed. Thus h z s  a z t z ris0 i
 k  p r . i p r .  .  s b z , and h z is a rational function over F if and only ifs is0 i
 m i.  . w x  m i.  . a z t z g F z . Let l be the degree of  a z t z . Thenis0 i is0 i
 m i.  . w x a z t z g F z if and only if for at least l q 1 values of a g F,is0 i
 m i.  .  . a a t a g F. On the other hand, since h a g F for infinitely manyis0 i
 k  p r . i p r .  m i.  .a g F and   s b a g F for all a g F,  a a t a g F fors is0 i is0 i
infinitely many a g F, and thus the first case is done.
X  .Suppose now G is transcendental over F. Let G s F a , . . . , b . Then0 k
GX is of finite transcendence degree over F. Thus, without loss of general-
ity we can assume G is of finite transcendence degree over F. Let
t , . . . , t be a transcendence base of G over F. Then G is algebraic over1 m
 .  .F t , . . . , t , and by the above argument we can conclude that h z is a1 m
 .  .rational function over F t , . . . , t . Assume h z is actually dependent on1 m
 .  .  .  .w xt . Then write h z s P t rQ t , where P, Q g F z, t , . . . , t t ,m m m 1 my1 m
 .and P, Q are relatively prime as polynomials over F z, t , . . . , t . Sup-1 my1
 .  .  .  .pose, over F z, t , . . . , t , Q t s Q t , where Q t is an irre-1 my1 m j m j m
 .  .ducible polynomial over F z, t , . . . , t . Let T s Q t . Then1 my1 m 1 m
t , . . . , t , T is another transcendence base of G over F and by1 my1 m
 .  .  .the same reasoning as above h z s P T rQ T , where P, Q gm m
 .w x  .  .F z, t , . . . , t T . Furthermore, T ¬ Q T and T ¦ P T . Thus,1 my1 m m m m m
i .  .  .  .P T s A z T , and A z g F z, t , . . . , t is not zero. On them i m 0 1 my1
 .  .other hand, let B z g F z, t , . . . , t be the leading coefficient of ther 1 my1
denominator. From Lemma 2.1 it follows that there exist only finitely
 .  .many values a g F such that substituting a for z in A z and B z0 r
would make either A or B equal to zero. Thus, for some a g F we will0 r
 .  .simultaneously have h a g F and that h a has a pole at T . This is am
 .contradiction resulting from the assumption that h z actually depended
 .on t . Hence, we can proceed in this way to show that h z does notm
depend on any of t , . . . , t .1 m
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The next lemma describes the property of rational separability which
will be important for our construction in Section 5.
LEMMA 2.4. Let R be an infinite integral domain with the quotient field1
F . Let F be another field of the same characteristic. Furthermore assume1 2
 that it is not the case that R F F , and let H z , . . . ,1 rs 2 1 1
.  .4z , . . . , H z , . . . , z be a finite set of rational functions o¨er F F suchr m 1 r 1 2
 .that for each i, H z , . . . , z is not a rational function in z , . . . , z . Theni 1 r 2 r
there exist infinitely many elements b g R _ F such that for each i, H b, z ,1 2 i 2
.. . . , z will be well defined and will not be a rational function o¨er F .r 2
 .Proof. Let b , . . . , b g F and be such that for each i, H z , b , . . . , b2 r 2 i 1 2 r
is well defined and is dependent on z . Since it is not the case that1
R F F , there are infinitely many b g R _ F such that for each i,1 rs 2 1 2
 . H b, b , . . . , b f F . To make sure that b f F we can always appendi 2 r 2 2
.the polynomial z to our collection of polynomials . Thus, for each1
 .i, H b, z , . . . , z will not be a rational function over F .i 2 r 2
Our next big project is to prove the following theorem which will
describe the conditions under which the assumptions of the preceding
lemma hold.
THEOREM 2.5. Let R be an infinite integral domain with the quotient1
field F . Let F be another field of the same characteristic such that F is not a1 2 1
subfield of F . Then R F F implies F is a totally inseparable extension of2 1 rs 2 1
F l F and either this extension is finite or there exists k g N such that for1 2
e¨ery x g F , x p k g F l F , where p ) 0 is the characteristic of the fields.1 1 2
The proof of the theorem is contained in the lemmas below. Before we
proceed with it we would like to note the following.
If connecting functions exist then their range is contained in the
intersection of F and the field obtained from adjoining the coefficients of2
the connecting functions to F . Thus, we may assume without loss of1
generality that F is equal to this intersection and F F is finitely2 1 2
generated over F .1
On the other hand, except for the last assertion of the theorem, it will
be enough to show that the theorem is true for all F such that F F is1 1 2
finitely generated over F .2
The proof of the theorem will be divided into several cases. The first
series of lemmas will deal with the case of F F algebraic over F and1 2 2
R l F infinite.1 2
 .LEMMA 2.6. Let M be a finite separable extension of a field K. Let H z
be a non-constant rational function o¨er M. Then, gi¨ en a basis
 4  i . k  .v s 1, . . . , v of M o¨er K, H  x v s  R x , . . . , x v , where1 k js1 j j js1 j 1 k j
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 .R x , . . . , x are rational functions o¨er K and for at least one j ) 1, R isj 1 k j
not identically 0.
Proof. The proof of this lemma can be obtained from a slight modifica-
w xtion of the proof of Theorem 2.1 of S .
LEMMA 2.7. Let F , F be infinite fields of the same characteristic such1 2
that F F is a finite separable extension of F and let R be a subring of F1 2 2 1 1
such that the quotient field of R is F . Then there exists a basis of F F o¨er1 1 1 2
F consisting entirely of elements of R .2 1
COROLLARY 2.8. Let R be an integral domain with the quotient field F ,1 1
let F be another field of the same characteristic such that R l F is infinite2 1 2
and such that F F is a finite separable extension of F .1 2 2
Then it is not the case that R F F .1 rs 2
  .4Proof. Assume R F F and let H z be connecting rational func-1 rs 2 i
 4tions over F F . Let v s 1, . . . , v be a R -basis of F F over F and1 2 1 k 1 1 2 2
 k .apply Lemma 2.6 with M s F F , K s F to obtain H  x v s1 2 2 i js1 j j
k  . R x , . . . , x v , where for all i and j, R is a rational function overjs1 i j 1 k j i j
 .F and for each i there exists j i such that R k 0. Next note that by2 i, j i.
 .k  .Lemma 2.1, R l F contains infinitely many k-tuples a , . . . , a such1 2 1 k
 .that for each i, R a , . . . , a is well defined and is not equal to zero.i j i. 1 k
 .  .kThus, there exist infinitely many k-tuples a , . . . , a g R l F such1 k 1 2
 k .  4 kthat for each i, H  a v f F . Since v s 1, . . . , v ; R ,  a vi js1 j j 2 1 k 1 js1 j j
g R for each k-tuple described above, and consequently we have in-1
 .finitely many z g R such that for each i, H z f F .1 i 2
We will next consider the situation where F F is transcendental over1 2
F .2
LEMMA 2.9. Let R be an integral domain with the quotient field F , and1 1
let F be another field of the same characteristic such that F F is transcen-2 1 2
dental o¨er F . Then it is not the case R F F .2 1 rs 2
  .4Proof. Assume the opposite, and let G z be connecting functions.i
Let t g R be transcendental over F . Then it is enough to show that the1 2
w x w xlemma is true for R s Q t or R s Zrp t depending on the characteris-1 1
tic of the field, and F is the corresponding rational field. Since there are1
 r .only finitely many connecting functions, for some i, G t g F for in-i 2
 .   ..y1finitely many natural numbers r. Either G z or G z can be writteni i
 .  .  .  .as C q P z rQ z , where C g F F ; and P z , Q z are relativelyi i i i 1 2 i i
 .prime polynomials over F F with degree of Q z greater than that of1 2 i
 .  .P z . Since t is transcendental over F , we can think of F F as F t , ai 2 1 2 2
 .rational function field over F . Let p be a prime of F t which is the pole2 2
 r .  r .of t. Then for sufficiently large r, P t rQ t will have a zero at p ofi i
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order larger than any given integer. Thus, for any l there exists A g Fl 2
l  r .such that C ( A mod p . Next consider G t y A g F , where l )i l i l 2
 r .  r .  r .  r .ord P t rQ t and r is large enough so that ord P t rQ t ) 0.p i i p i i
Then
ord G t r y A s min ord P t r rQ t r , ord C y A .  .  .  . .  . .p i l p i i p i l
s ord P t r rQ t r . .  . .p i i
This, however, is impossible since for any element a g F , ord a s 0, and2 p
thus we have a contradiction.
We will next address the case of F F algebraic over F and R l F1 2 2 1 2
finite. This case will, in turn, be divided into subcases.
LEMMA 2.10. Let F , F be two infinite fields algebraic o¨er a finite field,1 2
such that F is not contained in F . Then it is not the case that F F F .1 2 1 rs 2
Proof. The case of infinite F l F is covered by Corollary 2.8, so we1 2
may assume F l F is finite. Furthermore, as we have mentioned above,1 2
we can assume that F F is a finite extension of F .1 2 1
w  . x w  . xLet a g F _ F , then F a : F s F l F a : F l F , since all the2 1 1 1 1 2 1 2
 .algebraic extensions of finite fields are Galois. Indeed, let f X be the
 .  .irreducible polynomials of a over F l F , and assume f X s  g X1 2 i
in F . Then F contains some symmetric functions of some conjugates of a1 1
over F l F which were not in F l F . On the other hand, F contains1 2 1 2 2
all the conjugates of a over F l F . Thus it should contain all the1 2
coefficients of g 's, so these coefficients should be in F l F , and we havei 1 2
a contradiction.
  .4Let H z be a collection of connecting functions. Assumingi
m ki i
j jH z s a z b z , .  i i j i j /  /js1 js1
 .  m i  . j.  k i  . j.consider T z s   s a z r  s b z , where s ranges overi s js1 i j js1 i j
 .  .all the elements of Gal F F rF . If for some z g F , H z g F _ F ,2 1 1 1 i 2 1
then
m
T z s N H z s N H z g F l F , .  .  . .  . .i F F r F i F l F  z .r F l F i 1 22 1 1 2 1 1 2
 .where m is a natural number. If, on the other hand, H z g F l F theni 1 2
 .  .T z will simply be a power of H z and will remain in F l F . Thus,i i 1 2
  .4T z will be connecting functions from F to F l F . Since F l F isi 1 1 2 1 2
finite, this is impossible.
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LEMMA 2.11. Let F , F be infinite algebraic extensions of the same finite1 2
Äfield and assume F l F is finite. Let F be a finite extension of F , then1 2 2 2
ÄF l F is also finite.1 2
ÄProof. Let A s F l F . Suppose a g A. Since all algebraic extensions1 2
of finite fields are Galois, F will contain all the conjugates of a over1
F l F , and consequently over F . Therefore, F will contain all the2 1 2 1
coefficients of the monic irreducible polynomial of a over F , and these2
coefficients are actually in F l F . Since F l F is finite, the number of2 1 2 1
Äw xmonic polynomials of degree less than or equal to F : F with coeffi-2 2
cients in F l F is also finite. Thus, A is finite.2 1
LEMMA 2.12. Let F be a field finitely generated o¨er Q or Zrp. Let t g F
 .be transcendental o¨er the primary field Q or Zrp . The F can be separably
generated and can be considered as an algebraic function field in one ¨ariable,
where t is not a constant.
LEMMA 2.13. Let F be an algebraic function field and let F be a Galois2
extension of F . Let F be a subfield of F such that F contains at least one2 1 1
non-constant element.
F
FF 21
 .Then for e¨ery s g Gal FrF either s is the identity or there exist2 < F1
 .infinitely many primes r of F such that r and s r are not tri¨ ial primes on
F and either they do not lie abo¨e the same prime of F or their ramification1 1
degrees o¨er the prime below are different.
Proof. First of all, let C be the constant field of F and observe that
since F contains a non-constant element of F, the extension FrCF is1 1
finite and the extension CF rF is a constant field extension. In this1 1
constant field extension any prime of F can split into finitely many factors1
 w x .only. See A, Theorem 6, p. 276; Theorem 9 p. 279 . Therefore, there are
infinitely many primes of F which lie below non-trivial primes of F and1
each prime of F will have only finitely many factors in F.1
 .Next assume that for some s g Gal FrF there are only finitely many2
 .primes r in F such that r and s r are not trivial on F and either do1
not lie over the same prime of F or have different ramification degrees1
over F . Call these primes exceptional, and note that if t is a prime of F1 1
 .without exceptional factors then s t s t , where this equality is consid-
ered over F. Let P g F have a zero at all the exceptional primes. Let T1
be a prime of F such that it has no exceptional factors in F, i.e.,1
 .  .s T s T and such that for every t , the factor of T in F, ord s P s 0.t
Let y g F be such that ord y ) 0 and y has no poles or zeros at any1 T
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exceptional prime, i.e., zeros of P. In this case we observe the following:
for any non-constant x g F , for some N g N and every n ) N, P n y n x1
has a zero at all the exceptional primes and a zero at T. Furthermore,
 n n . n n  n .s y P x q 1 s cy P x q c, where c is a constant. Thus s y x s
 n n .  .ncy P x q c y 1 rs P . But in this case, unless c s 1, for any F-factor
t of T
cy n P n x q c y 1 c y 1
nord s y x s ord s ord s 0. . n nt t t
s P s P .  .
This is, however, impossible since, by assumption, s permutes the factors
 n n . n nof T. Thus, for any x for some n, s P y x s P y x. On the other
 .hand, by the same reasoning s P y s P y. Hence, we may conclude that
 .s x s x.
LEMMA 2.14. Let F be an algebraic function field and let G be an
 .algebraic constant field extension possibly infinite . Let p be a prime of G,
then modulo p , F is isomorphic to a finite extension of its constant field.
LEMMA 2.15. Let R be an integral domain with the quotient field F , let1 1
F be another field of the same characteristic such that F F is finite and2 1 2
separable o¨er F , and F is not a subfield of F . Then it is not the case that2 1 2
R F F .1 rs 2
Proof. First of all, we note again that the case of infinite R l F has1 2
been treated by Corollary 2.8 and thus we need to consider the case of
finite intersection, and correspondingly positive characteristic only. We
have to consider two cases: F contains an element transcendental over a1
finite field or F is algebraic over a finite field.1
In the first case there exists t g R such that t is transcendental over a1
finite field and such that t g R _ F . Indeed, suppose for every a g R1 2 1
either a is algebraic over a finite field or a g F . Let t g R be transcen-2 1
dental over a finite field and assume t g F . Then, since R _ F is not2 1 2
 .empty otherwise F ; F , pick a g R _ F which, by our assumption,1 2 1 2
will be algebraic over a finite field. But in this case at g R _ F , and it is1 2
transcendental over a finite field.
Ä Ä . w xSo given t as described above, let F s Zrp t , R s Zrp t . It is1 1
Äenough to show that the lemma holds with R substituted for R . Assume1 1
Ä m i j l i j  .  .  .4R F F and let G x s  a x r  b x be connecting1 rs 2 i is0 i j is0 i j is1, . . . , k
rational functions, where we assume the numerators and the correspond-
Äing denominators to be relatively prime as polynomials in x. Let F s2
Ä  .F l F a , . . . , b .2 1 10 k lk ÄIf t is transcendental over F , we have contradiction of Lemma 2.9. On2
Äthe other hand, if t is algebraic over F then by Lemma 2.2 we can assume2
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that the coefficients of all the connecting functions are also algebraic over
Ä p m p m  .4F . Next we note that for any m, G z are also connecting functions2
Ä Ä p m p m p m 4  4for R to F , and there exists m such that t , a , and b are all1 2 i j i j
Äseparable over F . Furthermore, for any m, by the separability assumption,2
p m p m Ät f F and consequently t f F . Thus, we can assume without loss of2 2
Ä 4  4generality that t, a , b are separable over F .i j i j 2
Ä Ä  4  4.If we let F be the Galois closure of F t, a , b over F , we can2 i j i j 2
apply Lemma 2.13 to F and thus conclude that there are infinitely many
Ä Ä .pairs p , p of primes in F F such that p and p lie above the same1 2 1 2 1 2
Ä Äprime of F and either r and r lie above different primes of F or have2 1 2 1
Ädifferent ramification degrees over F . Pick such a pair so that neither1
Äprime of the pair lies above the pole of t, and neither is ramified over F .2
 .For each G x we can assume that either the numerator or denomina-i
 .tor is not divisible by x. Since for each i, G x can be replaced byi
  ..y1G x and still remain a connecting function, without loss of generality,i
 .we may also assume that the denominator of each G x is not divisible byi
x, i.e., b / 0. Next consider the polynomiali0
m li i
j jP x s b a x y a b x . .  i i0 i j i0 i j
js0 js0
Ä Ä .First of all, we observe that x ¬ P x as polynomials over F F . On thei 1 2
 .  .other hand, P x k 0 since such an equality would imply G x s a rb .i i i0 i0
Thus,
P x s x ri c q ??? qc x k i , .  .i i0 i k i
 .where for all i, c / 0 and r - m q l . Next observe that we can alwaysi0 i i i
select p and p so that all non-zero a 's, b 's, and c 's are units at both1 2 i j i j i j
 .of the primes. In particular, b and c will be units at p and p .i0 i0 1 2
Further, we note that, since by assumption neither p nor p lies above1 2
the pole of t, there exists a pair of natural numbers n ) n ) 0 such that1 2
Äeither R contains an element z with the property that n s ord z )1 1 p1
ord z s n or n s ord z ) ord z s n . Without loss of generality wep 2 1 p p 22 2 1
may assume that the first alternative holds. Since we have only finitely
r j Ä .many connecting functions, for at least one i for any j g N, G z g F ,i 2
 4where r is a sequence of natural numbers going to infinity. Thus, for thisj
 .ni and for any n g N there exists b such that a rb ( b mod p p .in 0 i 0 i ni 1 2
Ä .Without loss of generality we may assume that for this i, G z s a g F .i 2
Ä .  .Then, consider a y b s G z y b g F , where n ) l q m n . Onin i in 2 i i 1
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the other hand,
a y b s G z y a rb q a rb y b . .  . .in i i0 i0 i0 i0 in
 . l i j  .Consequently, a y b s P z r b z q a rb y b . Thus,in i is0 i j i0 i0 in
li
jord a y b s min ord a rb y b , ord P z b z .  .  . p in p i0 i0 in p i i j1 1 1 / /is0
s min ord a rb y b , r ord z s r n . . .p i0 i0 in i p i 11 1
 .Similarly, ord a y b s r n . Since a y b g F , and p and p arep in i 2 in 2 1 22
unramified and lie above the same prime of F we must have ord a y2 p1
.  .b s ord a y b . Thus, we have a contradiction.in p in2
Suppose now R s F is an infinite field algebraic over finite field. The1 1
case of F also algebraic over a finite field is covered by Lemma 2.9, and2
so, without loss of generality, we may assume that F is not algebraic over2
a finite field.
Ä  .4Again assume the opposite and let G z be as above. Let F s F li 2 2
Ä .F a , . . . , b and conclude, under the above assumption, that R F F1 10 k l 1 rs 2k
Ä Äwhile R l F is finite and F is not a subfield of F . Let F be the1 2 1 2 2
Äalgebraic closure of Zrp in F and deduce that R l F is finite.2 1 2
ÄSince F F is finitely generated over F , which is a perfect field, we can1 2 1
Äconsider F F as a separably generated algebraic function field. Let p be a1 2
Äprime of F F such that p is not a pole of any coefficient of G and its1 2
residue field C is a separable extension of the constant field. Such ap
.prime exists because the field is separably generated. Next consider the
Ä Äextension F F C rF F . In that extension p will have a factor p of1 2 p 1 2 1
 w x.relative degree 1 see, for example, page 27 of L . By Lemma 2.13,
Ämodulo p , F will be isomorphic to some finite extension C of its1 2 2, p
constant field. Let F be the algebraic closure of F in C or the2, p 2 2, p
.algebraic closure of Zrp in C . Then F is a finite extension of F and2, p 2, p 2
thus, by Lemma 2.10, F l F is still finite.2, p 1
ÄOn the other hand, F F C . First of all, note that in F F C mod p1 rs 2, p 1 2 p 1
Äevery element of F integral at p is equivalent to an element of C and2 2, p
  .4we can let G z be the rational functions over C obtained fromi p
  .4connecting functions G z by replacing their coefficients by elements ofi
  .4C equivalent mod p . Since p is not a pole of any coefficient, G z arep 1 i
 .well defined. Furthermore, if z g F ; C and G z g F then, unless1 p i 2
 .   . .G z has a pole at p or equivalently the denominator of G z is zero ,i i
 .which can happen for finitely many values of z g F ; C only, G z g1 p i
C . Thus, F F C . If C s F we are done by Lemma 2.10.2, p 1 rs 2, p 2, p 2, p
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Otherwise, the transcendence degree of C over F must be less than2, p 2, p
Äthe transcendence degree of F over F , and so by repeating the proce-2 2
dure above finitely many times we will produce a situation where Lemma
2.10 will be applicable.
To conclude the discussion of the case where F F is algebraic over F1 2 2
we have to consider some infinite totally inseparable extensions. We will
start with yet another technical lemma.
LEMMA 2.16. Let R be a subring of an algebraic function field F , and let1 1
F be another algebraic function field such that R F F and F F is a finite2 1 rs 2 1 2
  . j j4extension of F . Let G z s a z rb z be a collection of connecting2 i i j i j
  ..  .functions from R to F , and let H s max H G , where H G , the height1 2 i i i
of G , is the sum of degrees of relati¨ ely prime numerator and denominator ofi
G.
Then R contains no element w which has order u ) 0 at a prime p of1
 .F F whose ramification degree o¨er F a , . . . , b , . . . is greater than Hu.1 2 2 10 10
 .Here we remind the reader that we can assume that a , . . . , b , . . . g F F .10 10 1 2
  . j j4Proof. Let G z s a z rb z be the connecting functions. Leti i j i j
y1 .  .  .F s F a , . . . , b , . . . . Since each G z can be replaced by G z ,2 2 10 10 i i
without loss of generality we can assume that for all i, b / 0. Leti0
T z s G z y a rb .  .j j j0 j0
s z m j c q ??? qc z s b z j s P z b z j, . . .  j0 js i j j i j
 .  .where c / 0. Then 0 F m F H and P z k 0 since G z is constantj0 j j j
otherwise. Let w g R be as described in the statement of the lemma, let1
p be the prime described in the statement of the lemma, and let P be the
prime below p in F . Finally, let2
e s e prP ) Hu ) u ? max m . .  .j
j
Consider all natural numbers r prime to e and such that
< < < <r ) ord b q ord c . p js p js
j, s j , s
Next note that since we have only finitely many connecting functions for
 r .some j and infinitely many r with the property described above, G w gj
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F . Then2
ord G w r y a rb . .p j j0 j0
s ord w m j r c q ??? qc w sr b w ir .  /p j0 js ji
s ord w m j r q ord c y ord bp p j0 p 0 j
s m ru q ord c y ord b ( m ru \ 0 mod e,j p j0 p 0 j j
since c , b g F . From this computation we can also deduce that forj0 j0 2
leach l g N there exists A g F : F such that A ( a rb mod p . Onl 2 2 l j0 j0
the other hand, let l ) m ru q ord c y ord b and considerj p j0 p 0 j
ord G w r y A . .p j l
s min ord G w r y a rb , ord a rb y A .  . . .p j j0 j0 p j0 j0 l
s ord G w r y a rb \ 0 mod e. . .p j j0 j0
r r  . .  .Thus, G w y A f F and G w f F , contradicting our assumptions.j l 2 2
LEMMA 2.17. Let R be an integral domain with a quotient field F of1 1
characteristic p ) 0. Let F be another field of characteristic p such that F F2 1 2
is algebraic and totally inseparable o¨er F and for e¨ery k g N there exists an2
 . p mk . p mk .y 1element x g F such that for some m k G k, x g F but x f F .k 1 k 2 k 2
Then it is not the case that R F F .1 rs 2
  .4Proof. We will assume that R F F with G z being a set of1 rs 2 i
connecting functions and obtain a contradiction. More specifically, assum-
Ä Äing R F F , we will construct a ring R and a field F such that1 rs 2 1 i 2 i
Ä ÄR F F and Lemma 2.16 is contradicted.1 i rs 2 i
First of all, we note that we may assume that x g R . Indeed, since Fk 1 1
is the quotient field of R , x s y rz with y , z g R . Furthermore, if1 k k k k k 1
 . p j p jfor some j - m k both y and z belong to F , then, obviously,k k 2
x p
j g F . Thus, either y or z can replace x .k 2 k k k
Additionally, note the following. If F is a subfield of F F which is also1 2
a finite extension of F then F can replace F in the statement of the2 2
lemma. Indeed, let F be such an extension. Then F is finitely generated
over F and is completely inseparable over F . Let v , . . . , v be a basis of2 2 1 r
F over F and let r g N be such that for all i, v p r g F . Then, obviously,2 i 2
p r  4  .F ; F . Pick a sequence k g N such that m k ) n q r and let2 n n
p n p n  p n. p ru s x , then u s x f F, otherwise x g F which is impossible.n k n k k 2n n n
p mk n.  4At the same time, u g F, so that u , F, and R also satisfy then n 1
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assumptions of the lemma. Thus, without loss of generality, we can assume
that F contains all the coefficients of the connecting functions.2
 4Next let a be the coefficients of the connecting functions, let R sj 1 i
w x  .  .Zrp x , F s Zrp x , and F s F a , . . . l F and note that R Fi 1 i i 2 i 1 i 1 2 1 i rs
 4F with G being a set of connecting functions. Furthermore, F s2 i i 2 i
 p m i. .Zrp x , a , . . . . Indeed, it is clear thati 1
Zrp x p m i. , a , . . . : F : Zrp x , a , . . . . . .i 1 2 i i 1
On the other hand, for any t - pm i., x t f F and therefore x t f F .i 2 i 2 i
w  .x m i. w  .  p m i.Hence F : Zrp x , a , . . . G p s Zrp x , a , . . . : Zrp x ,2 i i 1 i 1 i
.xa , . . . , and our assertion is true.1
 4  4Let y , . . . , y be the maximum subset of a , algebraically indepen-1 m i
dent over Zrp. Then for any i,
m i.pF : Zrp x , y , . . . , y F Zrp a , . . . : Zrp y , . . . , y s r , .  . .2 i i 1 m 1 1 m
and
F x : Zrp x , y , . . . , y F Zrp a , . . . : Zrp y , . . . , y s r . .  .  .  .2 i i i 1 m 1 1 m
 4Next consider two cases: x is transcendental over y , . . . , y and x isi 1 m i
 4algebraic over y , . . . , y . In the first case, let C be the algebraic closure1 m i
 .  p m i..of Zrp y , . . . , y in F and note that F s C x . In this case in the1 m 2 i 2 i i i
extension F F rF the prime which is the zero of x has the ramification1 i 2 i 2 i i
m i.  .index of p over F . Since m i can be arbitrarily large, we have a2 i
contradiction of Lemma 2.16.
  .4In the second case for some polynomials P y , . . . , y gi 1 m is0, . . . , k
w k  . p m i.. j   .4Zrp y , . . . , y , P y , . . . , y x s 0 and P y , . . . , y do not1 m js0 j 1 m i j 1 m
have a common divisor as polynomials over Zrp. Since x p m i. is not a pthi
power in F at least one y occurs in at least one P raised to the power2 i s j
not divisible by p. Without loss of generality assume it is y . Then if we let1
 .C be the algebraic closure of Zrp y , . . . , y in F , x is transcendentali 2 m 2 i i
 .over C and it is algebraic over C y . Furthermore, y is separable overi i 1 1
 p m i..C x . We will view F as an algebraic function field over the field ofi i 2 i
constants C and consider the diagrami
pQ F r
 .  .  .C x C x , y F xi i i i 1 2 i i
m i.m i. pp  . . FC x , yC x 2 ii i 1i i
F r
q PP
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 p m i.. w p m i. x Let P x g Zrp x be a polynomial irreducible over C . Sincei i i
C is finitely generated over Zrp it contains at most a finite extension ofi
Zrp, and thus all but finitely many polynomials irreducible over Zrp will
.  p m i..remain irreducible over C . Let P be the prime of C x correspond-i i i
 .  p m i.. m i.ing to this polynomial. Then in C x P x will become a p thi i i
power and hence P will have ramification index pm i.. As we have
 p m i..  .mentioned above, y is separable over C x and C x and thus only1 i i i i
 p m i. .  p m i..finitely many primes will ramify in the extensions C x , y rC xi i 1 i
 .  .  p m i..and C x , y rC x . Since C x contains infinitely many primesi i 1 i 1 i i
corresponding to irreducible polynomials with coefficients in Zrp we can
pick P to be a prime which does not ramify in the extension
 p m i. .  p m i..C x , y rC x and whose factor does not ramify in the extensioni i 1 i i
 .  .  .C x , y rC x . Next let p be a prime factor of P in F x , let P bei i 1 i i 2 i i
 .the prime under p in F and compute e prP . First, from considering2 i
 p m i..  .  .  .the tower C x }C x }F x we may conclude that e prP Gi i i i 2 i i
m i.  p m i. .p . Next let q be the prime below P in C x , y and note thati i 1
 .  .  .  .  .e prP s e qrP e Prq e prP . By the selection of P, e qrP s 1,
 . w  p m i. .x w  .x m i.e Prq F F : C x , y F F : Zrp y , . . . , y s r. Thus, p F2 i i i 1 2 i 1 m
 .  . m i.re prP and e prP G p rr.
 . w x  .On the other hand, let Q x g Zrp x ; C x be such thati i i i
  .. p m i.  p m i..  .Q x s P x . Then if Q is the prime above P in C x ,i i i i
 .  .  .ord Q x s 1. Furthermore, e prQ F r and thus ord Q x F r. SinceQ i p i
 .m i can be arbitrarily large and r is fixed we have a contradiction of the
preceding lemma.
To complete the proof of Theorem 2.5 we prove the following corollary
of the lemmas above.
COROLLARY 2.18. Let R be an integral domain with a quotient field F .1 1
Let F be another field of the same characteristic.2
Then R F F implies F ; F or F is a totally inseparable extension of1 rs 2 1 2 1
F l F and if F F is an infinite algebraic extension of F then there exists1 2 1 2 2
k g N such that for all x g F , x p k g F .1 2
Proof. First of all, by Lemma 2.9, R F F implies F is algebraic1 rs 2 1
over F . Second, by Corollary 2.8 and Lemmas 2.10 and 2.15, F does not2 1
contain an element separable over F and not contained in F . Finally,2 2
Lemma 2.17 assures the existence of k as required in the statement of the
corollary in case all elements of F are inseparable over F .1 2
As another corollary of the above discussion we prove the following
lemma.
LEMMA 2.19. Let R F R . Then there exist connecting polynomials1 ps 2
from R to R such that their coefficients are in R ; R R .1 2 2 1 2
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Proof. First of all, by the preceding corollary, either F ; F or for1 2
p k   . n j4some k, F ; F . Furthermore, if T z s  a z are connecting1 2 i j is0 i j
  . n p k j p k4polynomials from R to R , then so are G z s  a z , and the1 2 i j is0 i j
coefficients of G will belong to F . Next observe that for any A g R ,i j 2 2
  .4A ? G z are also connecting polynomials, and thus we can clear thei j
denominators of the coefficients to place the coefficients into R .2
3. ALGEBRAIC INSEPARABILITY WITHIN THE SAME FIELD
Next we will investigate some aspects of polynomial algebraic insepara-
bility between the rings of the same quotient field. We will start with an
analog of Lemma 2.4.
LEMMA 3.1. Let R , R be two infinite integral domains with a common1 2
quotient field F. Assume that it is not the case that R F R , assume we are1 rs 2
  .4gi¨ en a finite collection of rational functions H z , . . . , z o¨er F such thati 1 k
each H is indeed dependent on z .i 1
Then there are infinitely many ¨alues b g R such that there exist1
 . ky1 e , . . . , e g R and w g R so that for each i, H b, e q t w, . . . , e2 ky1 2 2 i 2 2 k
.  . ky1q t w f R , for all ¨alues of t , . . . , t g R .k 2 2 k 2
Proof. First of all, there exist e , . . . , e g R such that rational func-2 k 2
  .4tions H z , e , . . . , e are well defined and indeed dependent on z .i 1 2 k 1
Then, since it is not the case that R F R , there are infinitely many1 rs 2
 .b g R such that for all i, H b, e , . . . , e f R . Fix such a b. Our next1 i 2 k 2
task is to show that for any such b there are t 's and w as described in thei
statement of the lemma.
 .  . .  . .Each H b, z , . . . , z s P b z , . . . , z rQ b z , . . . , z , wherei 2 k i 2 k i 2 k
 . .  . . w x  .P b z , . . . , z , Q b z , . . . , z g R z , . . . , z . If H b, e , . . . , e fi 2 k 2 k 2 2 k i 2 k
 . .  . .R then P b e , . . . , e s u , Q b e , . . . , e s n , where u , n g R ,2 i 2 k i i 2 k i i i 2
and there is no r g R such that u s rn . We claim that for any2 i i
 . ky1  2 2 .t , . . . , t g R , H b, e q t n , . . . , e q t n f R and is well de-2 k 2 i 2 2 i k k i 2
 . 2 2 .  . .fined. Indeed, Q b e q t n , . . . , e q t n ( Q b e , . . . , e si 2 2 i k k i i 1 k
2  . 2 2 . 2n mod n . Thus, if Q b e q t n , . . . , e q t n s 0 then n ¬ n andi i i 2 2 i k k i i i
u rn g R . Furthermore,i i 2
H b , e q t n 2 , . . . , e q t n 2 .i 2 2 i k k i
s P b e q t n 2 , . . . , e q t n 2 rQ b e q t n 2 , . . . , e q t n 2 .  . .  .i 2 2 i k k i i 2 2 i k k i
s P b , e , . . . , e q Tn 2 r Q b , e , . . . , e q Sn 2 .  . .  .i 2 k i i 2 k i
s u q Tn 2 r n q Sn 2 , .  .i i i i
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 2 .  2 .where T , S g R . Suppose now that u q Tn r n q Sn s U g R .2 i i i i 2
  . .Then u s n U Sn q 1 y Tn and we have a contradiction of our as-i i i i
sumption that u rn f R .i i 2
Finally, we let w s  n 2 and conclude that the statement of the lemmai i
is true.
Unfortunately, unlike the situation where the quotient fields of the rings
under consideration are different, it is more difficult to provide a general
characterization of algebraic separability within the same quotient field.
For the purposes of our current investigation, however, it will be enough
just to point out some examples of rational separability and inseparability
within the same quotient field to persuade the reader that both occur in
standard fields. For a more detailed investigation of rational separability
w x .within the same field see S2 .
LEMMA 3.2. Z is rationally separable from Q.
w xRemark. This result actually follows from J-S and Lemma 4.1 but we
give a purely algebraic proof here.
  .4Proof. Let H x be a finite collection of rational functions over Q.i
 . y1  .  .  .Write each H x s N P x q R x , where P x is a polynomial overi i i i i
 .Z, N g N, and R x is a rational function over Q whose denominator isi i
of higher degree than its numerator. Pick a rational prime p not dividing
 . ni jany of the coefficient of any P . Let P x s  a x and let b g N.i i js0 i j
Then
 . . yn i n i n iyj . jP 1 q bp rp s p  a p 1 q bp . Finally, let b be large enoughi js0 i j
 . . y1 yni y1  . .so that for each 0 - R 1 q bp rp - N p , then N P 1 q bp rpi i i i
 . .  . .q R 1 q bp rp f Z, since the distance from P 1 q bp rp to thei i
nearest integer is at least Ny1 pyn i.i
On the other hand we have the following inseparability result.
 4LEMMA 3.3. Let W s p , . . . , p be a finite collection of rational primes.1 r
Let S consist of all the rational primes except for primes of W. Then
Q F O , wherers Q , S
m
O s m g Z, p g S, n p g N . .Q , S n p. 5 p
Proof. Let P s  r p and let x g Q. Then for all i sis1 i
 2 .  2 .1, . . . , r, ord Px q 1 F 0. Thus, for all x g Q, 1r Px q 1 g O .p Q , Si
The situation is simpler with polynomial separability. In the following
lemmas we will analyze polynomial inseparability over subrings of global
fields.
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LEMMA 3.4. Let R be an integral domain whose quotient field is a global
field F, that is, a number field or an algebraic function field o¨er a finite field
of constants. Let x g F, then x belongs to the integral closure of R in F if and
only if x has no poles at the ¨aluations which do not occur as poles of elements
of R.
LEMMA 3.5. Let R F R be two subrings with the same quotient field F1 ps 2
which is a global field. Let R and R be the integral closures of R and R in1 2 1 2
F respecti¨ ely. Then R : R .1 2
Proof. Suppose x g R _ R . Then, by Lemma 3.4, for some non-Archi-1 2
medean valuation p of F, ord x - 0 and p does not occur as a pole ofp
any element of R . Since x g R , again by Lemma 3.4, p must be a pole of2 1
 .some element of R . Let y be this element and let P z be a connecting1
 n.polynomial from R to R . Then for some N g N and all n ) N, P y1 2
will have a pole at p and thus will not be an element of R .2
On the other hand, there are naturally arising pairs of rings which are
polynomially inseparable. First we need a definition.
DEFINITION 3.6. Let K be a global field and let S be a set of its
non-Archimedean primes. Then a holomorphy ring of K is a set O s xK , S
4g K ¬ ord x G 0 for all p f S .p
If S is finite then O are called rings of S-integers.K , S
LEMMA 3.7. Let GrF be a finite separable extension of global fields and
let R be a holomorphy ring of F, let v , . . . , v be a basis of G o¨er F and1 k
assume, for i s 1, . . . , k that v g R. Then a subring of G, Rv q ??? qRv ,i 1 k
is polynomially inseparable from its integral closure in G. Of course, if
v , . . . , v is a minimal basis with respect to R, the ring mentioned abo¨e will1 k
.be integrally closed, but it is not always the case.
Proof. It is a well-known fact that there is a constant D depending on
the discriminant of the basis only such that for every element y of the
integral closure of Rv q ??? qRv , Dy belongs to Rv q ??? qRv .1 k 1 k
4. WEAK PRESENTATIONS AND SPLITTING
ALGORITHMS OVER SOME FINITELY
GENERATED FIELDS
In this section we will restrict our attention to fields which can be
obtained either from Q or from a finite field by adjoining finitely many
 .transcendental or algebraic elements. All such fields have natural recur-
sive presentations and they all have splitting algorithms, i.e., under a
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recursive presentation one can algorithmically factor polynomials over
these fields into irreducible factors. These facts are described in more
w xdetail in Section 17 of F-J . A fact which is of the special importance to us
is that, given a one-variable polynomial equation over any of the fields
described above, one can determine effectively whether this equation has a
solution in the field.
LEMMA 4.1. Let K be finitely generated o¨er a primary field. Then all weak
presentations of K are r.e. and if j : K ª N and j : K ª N are two weak1 2
presentations of K then j ( jy1 : N ª N is partial recursi¨ e.2 1
 .There is a similar statement for rings.
Proof. Let x , . . . , x be the field generators. Then any element of the1 k
field can be obtained from the generators by iterating total recursive,
under any weak presentation, field operations. Thus, under any weak
presentation it is possible to produce a recursive listing of the field.
 .Furthermore, if y g K, then y s H x , . . . , x , where H is a rational1 k
 .  .function over Q or a finite field. Given j y g j K , by listing all the2 2
 .elements of j K as rational functions of the generators we can recon-2
 .struct the rational function H, and thus compute j x .1
The next theorem shows that for the class of fields described above
algebraic inseparability will imply Turing inseparability.
 .THEOREM 4.2 Rational Version . Let R , R be integral domains with1 2
quotient fields F and F respecti¨ ely and assume R F R . Assume further1 2 1 rs 2
there exists a recursi¨ e presentation j : F F ª N such that F F has a1 1 2 1 2
 .  .splitting algorithm under that presentation, and j R and j R are both1 1 1 2
recursi¨ e. Let j : F F ª N be another presentation of F F such that2 1 2 1 2
 . y1 y1j F F is r.e. and both j ( j and j ( j are partial recursi¨ e. Then2 1 2 2 1 1 2
 .  .j R F j R .2 1 T 2 2
 .  .Proof. First of all, we note that j R and j R are r.e. Second,2 1 2 2
 .   .4assume we have an oracle for j R and let x g N be given. Let j H2 2 2 i
be the collection of the recursive functions corresponding to the connect-
 . .ing functions from R to R . Compute j H x for all i. If none of1 2 2 i
 . .  .  .j H x g j R then x f j R . Otherwise, assume without loss of2 i 2 2 2 1
 . .  .  . y1 .generality j H x s y g j R . Compute j H and j ( j y and2 1 2 2 1 1 1 2
 . . y1 .  .solve the equation j H x s j ( j y . If it has solutions in j F F1 1 1 2 1 1 2
 .determine whether any of these solutions belong to j R . In case they do,1 1
compute their j ( jy1-values and compare with x.2 1
Remark. Theorem 4.3 also has a polynomial ¨ersion. In the polynomial
version j will be a weak presentation of R R satisfying all the other2 1 2
  .4conditions listed in the theorem, and H z would be a collection ofi
connecting polynomials.
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5. TURING SEPARABILITY
In the previous section we have shown that under some circumstances
algebraic inseparability implies Turing inseparability. In this section we
will consider the reverse implication, that is, we will show that under
almost all circumstances algebraic separability of recursive rings will imply
Turing separability.
Before we proceed with the main theorems we have to discuss several
algorithms. First of all, we note the following. Let F be an infinite
 .recursive field and let H t be a rational function over F. To check
 .whether H is a constant find b such that H b is well defined and
 .  .compare by cross multiplication H b and H t as rational functions over
 .F. They will be equal if and only if H t is not dependent on t, i.e., it is a
constant.
LEMMA 5.1. Let G be an extension of an infinite field F such that both F
 4and G are recursi¨ e, and gi¨ en a finite collection a , . . . , a of elements of G1 m
 4there is a recursi¨ e procedure to produce a set t , . . . , t , v , . . . , v , where1 r 1 k
t , . . . , t are algebraically independent o¨er F, v , . . . , v are algebraic o¨er1 r 1 k
 .  .F t , . . . , t , the coordinates of their products o¨er F t , . . . , t are com-1 r 1 r
  .y1putable this would imply that one can also rewrite expressions  A v ,i i i
 .  .where A g F t , . . . , t , as  B v , B g F t , . . . , t , by sol¨ ing a lineari 1 r i i i i 1 r
.system , and one can recursi¨ ely produce the representation for each a ,i
k
a s R t , . . . , t v , .i i j 1 r j
js0
 .  .where R t , . . . , t g F t , . . . , t .i j 1 r 1 r
Then gi¨ en a rational function o¨er G, presented as a ratio of two
polynomials, there is a recursi¨ e procedure to determine whether the function is
actually a rational function o¨er F.
Remark. If G is finitely generated over F then the requirements of the
lemma can always be satisfied under some presentation of G.
Proof. We will start with a rational function of one variable and then
reduce the general case of several variables to the case of one variable. So
 .  .  .  .let H z s P z rQ z where P, Q s 1 as polynomials in z over G. Let
 4a , . . . , a be the collection of all the coefficients of P and Q, and let1 m
 4t , . . . , t , v , . . . , v be the corresponding set of generators as described1 r 1 k
  .  ..in the statement of the lemma. Let s s degree P q degree Q ? k. From
the proof of Lemma 2.3, it follows that it is enough to select b , . . . , b g F1 s
 .  .  .such that H b is well defined and verify that H b g F t , . . . , t toi i 1 r
 .  .ascertain that H z is a rational function over F t , . . . , t . To determine1 r
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 .whether H z is actually dependent on any of the t 's use the methodi
described above the lemma.
 .Suppose now we are given H z , . . . , z , a rational function in u1 u
 .variables over G. Then H z , . . . , z is a rational function over F if and1 u
 .only if H z , . . . , z is a rational function in one variable over1 u
 .F z , . . . , z . Hence, we have reduced the problem to the one-variable2 u
case.
THEOREM 5.2. Let R , R be integral domains with quotient fields F and1 2 1
F respecti¨ ely. Assume F F has a recursi¨ e presentation under which R ,2 1 2 1
R , F , and F are all recursi¨ e. Assume F F is a non-tri¨ ial extension of2 1 2 1 2
both F and F and neither R F F nor R F F . Furthermore, suppose1 2 1 rs 2 2 rs 1
 .  .that pairs F , F F and F , F F satisfy the requirements of Lemma 5.1.1 1 2 2 1 2
Then for any two r.e. Turing degrees a and b there is an r.e. presentation of
 .  .F F as a field such that j R g a and j R g b.1 2 1 2
Proof. Notations and Terminology. Even though we will be considering
F F under some recursive presentation to simplify notations we will refer1 2
to the elements of the field directly. For example, instead of saying that we
have a recursive listing of the elements of the range of the recursive
presentation, we will say that we have a recursive listing of the elements of
the field. Our goal is to construct a recursive function f from the recursive
image of F F into N so that the images of R and R are of appropriate1 2 1 2
degrees. Let q : N ª F F be any recursive non-repeating enumeration of1 2
F F and assume we have a surjective recursive encoding of pairs of1 2
natural numbers with d : N ª N, d : N ª N being left and right recur-1 2
sive decoding functions. Finally, let L , L be any two sets of degrees aa b
and b respectively and let l : N ª L , l : N ª L , be recursive non-re-a a b b
peating enumerations of L and L respectively.a b
 .  4Next let F be the following set: F F x , . . . j X . We will define1 2 0
several operations involving rational functions and X. Let H be either a
rational function or X and define the results of the operations H " X;
H ? X; and HrX to be X. Additionally, define the result of division by 0 of
any element of F to be X also. Finally, substitution of a value into X for
any variable results in X again.
Furthermore, after any iteration of the algorithm described below, the
sets RP , RP , RP , RP will contain all the P , P , P , and P triplesq y ? r q y ? r
defined so far, FR will contain all the f-pairs defined so far, and an
ordered set A will contain all the numbers divisible by 3 which have not
been used in the construction so far.
In the process of constructing functions f and P 's we will also construct
a function inv: N ª F. More specifically, the rational functions in the
range of inv will be represented as ratios of polynomials over F F .1 2
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 .Initially we will assign inv a s x for all natural a. These assignments willa
be modified during the execution of the algorithm, but only finitely many
assignments will be different from the original ones at any point in the
execution of the algorithm. We will let L be the list of all modifiedR1
assignments not equal to an element of F F with no present or past1 2
occurrences of x 's with a ( 0, 2 mod 3, let L be the list of all modifieda R 2
assignments not equal to an element of F F with no present or past1 2
occurrences of x 's with a ( 0, 1 mod 3, and let L contain all the othera F F1 2
modified assignments not equal to an element of F F .1 2
The Construction.
Step 0. Let L , L , L , FR, RP , RP , RP , RP be empty sets.R R F F q y ? r1 2 1 2
Let A be the listing of all the natural numbers divisible by 3. For each
 .a g N, let inv a s x .a
For n g N do the following:
Step 7n q 1. Let n be the smallest non-negative integer such that
 .  .f ( q n has not been defined yet. Let f ( q n s t, where t was taken from
  . .  .  .the A-list. Add q n , t to FR, set inv t s q n .
Steps 7n q 2, 7n q 3, 7n q 4, 7n q 5. Let op stand for q, y, ? , r in
steps 7n q 2, 7n q 3, 7n q 4, and 7n q 5 respectively. Let n be the
  .  ..smallest non-negative integer such that P d n , d n has not beenop 1 2
   ..   ...defined yet. First we consider the element T s inv d n op inv d n of1 2
 .   .  ..F. If T s inv c for some c g N then set P d n , d n s c, addop 1 2
  .  . .  .  .d n , d n , c to RP , and remove d n , d n from the A-list if they1 2 op 1 2
were there.
 .If for all c g N, T / inv c then, assuming e is the first element on the
  .  .4   .  ..A-list; remove e, d n , d n from the A-list; set P d n , d n s e;1 2 op 1 2
  .  . .  .   ..   ..add d n , d n , e to RP ; set inv e s inv d n op inv d n ; and if1 2 op 1 2
 .  .inv e f F F then add inv e to L , L , or L depending on the1 2 R R F F1 2 1 2
  .variables occurring in the expression. Before adding inv e to any of the
lists get rid of as many variables as possible using the algorithm described
.  .   ..at the beginning of this section. If inv e g F F then define f inv e s e1 2
  . .and add inv e , e to FR.
Step 7n q 6. Consider all the rational functions from L and LR F F1 1 2
where x occurs. We want to find a previously unused R -value a3 l n.q1 1a
for x to satisfy the following requirements:3 l n.q1a
1. Substitution of a for x will not result in any denomina-3 l n.q1a
tor becoming zero.
2. Substitution of a for x will not result in two previously3 l n.q1a
different rational functions becoming the same.
3. Substitution of a for x will not result in disappearance3 l n.q1a
of any variable different from x from any of the rational functions.3 l n.q1a
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 .4. If H x , x , . . . , x g L j L and every b (3 l n.q1 b b F F R ia 1 k 1 2 1
 .2 mod 3, then H a, x , . . . , x will not be a rational function over Fb b 21 k
 .k s 0 is included .
 .5. If H x , x , . . . , x g L , every b ( 1 mod 3, and3 l n.q1 b b F F ia 1 k 1 2
 .H x , x , . . . , x is not a rational function over F , then3 l n.q1 b b 1a 1 k
 .  .H a, x , . . . , x will not be a rational function over F k s 0 is included .b b 11 k
Note that a rational function not over F and depending on x1 3 l n.q1a
only would be subject to both Requirements 4 and 5.
We claim such an a always exists for the following reasons. Require-
ments 1]3 will be satisfied by all but finitely many a g R , by Lemma 2.1.1
Requirement 5 can be satisfied by all but finitely many a's by Lemma 2.3,
and Requirement 4 can be satisfied by infinitely many a g R by Lemma1
2.4.
Once the substitution is made then all the inv's whose values have
become elements of F F should be recorded in FR.1 2
Step 7n q 7. This step is similar to the preceding one with one
exception}we are looking for a R -value for x to satisfy require-2 3 l n.q2a
ments similar to 1]5 above.
The following proposition is easily verified by induction.
PROPOSITION 5.3. After each step of the algorithm the following state-
ments are true:
 .  .   .  ..1. If c s P a, b then inv c s inv a op inv b , where op sop
q, y, ? , r.
 .  .2. For q g Q, c s f q if and only if inv c s q.
 .  .3. If a / b then inv a / inv b .
 .  .   .  .4. If z / z then f z / f z assuming f z and f z ha¨e been1 2 1 2 1 2
.defined .
 .5. If inv c is a non-constant rational function different from x , then cc
is di¨ isible by 3.
6. All rational functions in L ha¨e ¨ariables with indices from atF F1 2
least two classes mod 3, or if all the indices are 1 mod 3 then the rational
function is not a rational function o¨er F , or if all the indices are 2 mod 31
then the rational function is not o¨er F .2
7. If a natural number 3r q 1 is in the range of f then r g L .a
8. If a natural 3r q 2 is in the range of f then r g L .b
 .9. No inv c in L has become an element of F j F .F F 1 21 2
Furthermore, we have the following.
 .  .PROPOSITION 5.4. f R is Turing equi¨ alent to L and f R is Turning1 a 2
equi¨ alent to L .b
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Proof. First of all we note that, by the construction and the Proposition
 .  .5.3, L and L are one-reducible to f R and f R respectively.a b 1 2
 .Next, given a positive integer a ( 0 mod 3, consider inv a when a is
 .  .  .removed from A-list. Thus inv a g F F or inv a s X or inv a is a1 2
rational function over F F . In the first case, we can determine whether a1 2
 .  .belongs to f R or f R ; in the second case a is not in the range of f at1 2
 .all. The last case has to be examined more closely. inv a can contain
variables of three kinds: x , x , and x . Moreover, we can deter-3k 3kq1 3kq2
 .mine whether inv a has an expression not involving any of the variables.
Next, assuming that none of the occurring variables can be cancelled out,
 .we note that inv a will get a numeric value if and only if all of its variables
 .get assigned numeric values. Thus, if inv a has any occurrences of x 's with
indices divisible by 3 then a will never be added to the range of f.
Furthermore, if inv contains variables of more than two kinds it will not be
 .in the image of R or R . Finally, if inv a contains variables of the type1 2
x only, then by knowing the membership of L we can determine3kq1 a
whether a is in the range of f and compute the value to see whether it is
 .in R . A similar argument shows that f R F L .1 2 T b
THEOREM 5.5. Let R , R be two integral domains with a common1 2
quotient field F. Assume R , R , and F are all recursi¨ e under some weak1 2
presentation; e¨ery element of F can be recursi¨ ely written as a ratio of two
elements of either of the rings introduced abo¨e; it is not the case that
R F R ; and it is not the case that R F R . Then for any two r.e.1 rs 2 2 rs 1
degrees a and b there exists a weak presentation of F such that the degree of
the image of R is a and the degree of the image of R is b.1 2
Proof. The proof of this theorem will proceed pretty much as the proof
of Theorem 5.2. However, some differences will arise. In particular, we
should rename L by L and in the steps 7n q 6 and 7n q 7, we willF F F1 2
modify Requirements 4 and 5. They will be replaced by the new Require-
 .ment 4 as follows. This is a version for step 7n q 6.
 .4. If H x , x , . . . , x g L j L and every b ( 2 mod 33 l n.q1 b b F R ia 1 k 1
 .then a will be selected so that for some e , . . . , e g R , H a, e , . . . , e f1 k 2 1 k
R . This includes k s 0 and the same k-tuple of R elements should work2 2
.for all the rational functions of the above form in L j L .F R1
We should note that by Lemma 3.1, there are infinitely many a's
satisfying this requirement. Therefore, since R and R are both recursive,1 2
such an a g R and the corresponding k-tuple from R can be located by1 2
a dovetailing search.
Furthermore, by Lemma 3.1, if for some a g R ,1
H a, x , . . . , x s P a x , . . . , x rQ a x , . . . , x , .  .  .  .  .b b b b b b1 k 1 k 1 k
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 .  . w x where P a, x , . . . , x , Q a, x , . . . , x g R x , . . . , x , P a, e ,b b b b 2 b b 11 k 1 k 1 k
.  .  .. . . , e s u, and Q a, e , . . . , e s n , then for any k-tuple a , . . . , a ,k 1 k 1 k
2  .  .where a s e q d n , Q a, a , . . . , a / 0 and H a, a , . . . , a f R .i i i 1 k 1 k 2
Keeping this in mind, we will also implement the following procedure.
Once we have located a satisfying Requirements 1]4, and we have located
the corresponding k-tuples from R , we will replace every occurrence of2
x by e q x V 2, where V is a product of all the n 's obtained from all theb i bi i
rational functions considered for this requirement. Note that since V / 0
such a substitution will not eliminate any variables from any of the rational
functions under consideration, will not make any two previously unequal
rational functions equal, and will not make any denominator zero. Note
further that for all values of new variables x , . . . , x g R , H a, x ,b b 2 b1 k 1
.. . . , x f R , where H is the rational function which is a result ofb 2k
substitutes into H.
Finally, in Proposition 5.3, part 5 has to be modified to take into account
 . 2that for c ( 1, 2 mod 3, inv c will in general be of the form e q x V .c
Next we prove a hybrid of Theorems 5.2 and 5.5.
THEOREM 5.6. Let R , R be two integral domains with quotient fields F1 2 1
and F respecti¨ ely. Furthermore, assume F is a subfield of F , it is not the2 1 2
case that R F R , and it is not the case that R F F . Furthermore,1 rs 2 2 rs 1
assume R , R , F , F are all recursi¨ e under some weak presentation, the pair1 2 1 2
F , F satisfies the requirements of Lemma 5.1, and e¨ery element of F can1 2 2
be written recursi¨ ely as a ratio of two elements or R . Then for any two r.e.2
degrees a and b there exists a weak presentation of F such that the degree of
image of R is a and the degree of the image of R is b.1 2
Proof. The proof of this theorem will be a combination of the Proofs of
Theorem 5.2 and 5.5. In particular, steps 7n q 1 through 7n q 5 will
remain as before. In step 7n q 6, where we have to make an appropriate
R substitution, we will have to satisfy the following requirements: 1]31
from step 7n q 6 of Theorem 5.2 as well as the following:
 .4. If H x , x , . . . , x g L j L , k G 0, and every b (3 l n.q1 b b F R ia 1 k 2 1
2 mod 3 then a will be selected so that for some e , . . . , e g R1 k 2
 . H a, e , . . . , e f R . Again the same a and e 's have to work for all1 k 2 i
.  .H 's. Once a and a k-tuple e , . . . , e have been located perform the1 k
substitution as in the corresponding step of Theorem 5.5.
 .5. If H x , x , . . . , x g L , k G 0 where b ( 1 mod 3, and3 l n.q1 b b F ia 1 k 2
H is not a rational function over F , we select a g R so that H does not1 1
become a rational function over F .1
Again we note that the required a always exist because, by Lemma 2.3,
only finitely many a g R can fail to satisfy Requirement 5 and Require-1
ment 4 will be satisfied by infinitely many a's.
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In the step 7n q 7 we make an R -substitution. Again Requirements2
1]3 remain as before. Requirement 4 will read as follows.
 .4. If H x , x , . . . , x g L j L and either every b (3 l n.q2 b b F R ib 1 k 2 2
 .1 mod 3 or every b ( 2 mod 3 then H a, x , . . . , x will not be a rationali b b1 k
 .function over F k s 0 is included .1
No Requirement 5 will be necessary, and this will conclude the proof of
the theorem.
Next we discuss the last case neglected so far.
THEOREM 5.7. Let F , F be recursi¨ e fields such that neither field is a1 2
 .  .subfield of another, the pairs F , F F , F , F F satisfy the requirements of1 1 2 2 1 2
Lemma 5.1, R is not rationally separably less than R , R is not rationally1 2 2
separably less than R , and e¨ery element of F can be recursi¨ ely written as a1 i
ratio of two elements of R . Then for any two r.e. degrees a and b there existsi
a weak presentation of F such that the degree of the image of R is a and the1
degree of the image of R is b.2
Proof. The only cases we have not covered so far would be the cases
where either R F F or R F F or both. From our earlier investiga-1 rs 2 2 rs 1
tion we know that the only way this can happen is for F or F to be1 2
completely inseparable over F l F , and furthermore there must exist1 2
 . p k  . p kk g N such that for all elements x g F F , x g F F . Thus, R ;1 2 2 1 1
 p k . p k  p k .F R ; F and it is not the case that R F R R F R .2 2 1 1 rs 2 2 rs 1
Our construction will proceed as in Theorem 5.5 with some modifica-
tions. Requirement 4 will be modified as follows. First of all we will
replace L by L . Second, the substitution will proceed in a slightlyF F F1 2
different manner.
 .4. If H x , x , . . . , x g L and every b ( 2 mod 3 then3 l n.q1 b b F F ia 1 r 1 2
p k p k p k p k .a will be selected so that for some e , . . . , e g R , H a , e , . . . , e1 r 2 1 r
f R . This includes r s 0 and again the same a and e , . . . , e should2 1 r
.work for all the above described H 's in L .F F1 2
We note again that this requirement can be satisfied recursively since
for infinitely many a g R the existence of e , . . . , e is guaranteed by the1 1 k
p k p k p k p k p k .fact that it is not the case that R F R . Further, H a , e , . . . , e1 rs 2 1 r
 .f R would certainly imply that H a, e , . . . , e f R . Next, we can make2 1 r 2
 2 .a substitution as in Theorem 5.5, i.e., replace x by e q x V , where Vb b bj j j
 2 . p k p kis computed as in Theorem 5.5, since e q x V ( e mod V in R .b b b 2j j j
Finally, we have the following theorems whose proofs will be very similar
to the theorems stated above or follow from them.
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THEOREM 5.9. Let R , R be two integral domains with quotient fields F1 2 1
 .and F respecti¨ ely such that the pair F F , F satisfies the conditions of2 1 2 1
Lemma 5.1, and assume R is not rationally separably less than R . Then for1 2
any pair of r.e. degree a F b there exists a weak presentation j of F F such1 2
 .  .that j R g b and j R g a.1 2
THEOREM 5.10. Let K and M be finitely generated global fields of the
same characteristic. Let R and R be recursi¨ e rings of K and M respec-K M
ti¨ ely.
 .  .Then for all weak presentations j of MK, j R F j R if and only ifK T M
R F R .K rs M
In general, we have polynomialrring versions of all the above theorems.
We will state just one of these theorems and an interesting corollary of it.
THEOREM 5.11. Let R , R be integral domains with quotient fields F1 2 1
and F respecti¨ ely satisfying Lemma 5.1 and such that R is not polynomially2 1
separably less than R and ¨ice ¨ersa, while both rings and fields are recursi¨ e2
and e¨ery element of F can be recursi¨ ely written as a ratio of two elements ofi
R . Then for any two r.e. degrees a and b there exists a weak presentation ofi
 .  .R R such that j R g a and j R g b.1 2 1 2
COROLLARY 5.12. There exist weak presentations of Q as a ring which are
not a weak presentation of Q as a field.
Proof. Let R s Q and let R s O , where S is the set of all odd1 2 Q , S
primes. Then we have R F R but not R F R . Thus, there exists a1 rs 2 1 ps 2
weak presentation of Q as a ring which will place O and Q intoQ , S
different degrees but there is no such presentation of Q as a field.
We also note here that if not all of the weak presentations of a field
under consideration are r.e., the connection between rational separability
w xand Turing separability breaks down. For example, in J-S there is an
example of a weak presentation of a rational function field in countably
many variables over Q where the Turing degree of the constant field image
is higher than the Turing degree of the image of the field itself which is
.recursive .
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